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Via Electronic Mail 

Pamela Monroe, Administrator 
'.\ew Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee 
21 South Fruit Street, Suite l 0 
Concord, NH 03301-2429 

Re: Site Evaluation Committee Docket No. 2015-06 
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.Joint Application of l\orthern Pass Transmission LLC and Public Service Compan~ 
of New Hampshire d/b/a Eversource Energy (the "Applicants") for a Certificate of 
Site and Facility - Preliminary Interference Assessment a.k.a. Co-Location Study 
Applicants' Exhibit 179 

Dear \.1s. Monroe: 

Enclosed for filing in the above-captioned docket as Exhibit 179, please find the Applicants' 
preliminary high-level AC, HVDC, and DC interference assessment for the Northern Pass 
Transmission Project and the Portland Natural Gas Transmission System ("PNGTS) pipeline, 
which the Applicants also referred to as the Co-Location Study. Sec Applicants' Objection to 
f\.lotion to Compel Co-Location Study (June 26, 2017). As desc1ibed therein, this submission h 

a preliminary assessment based on conservative assumptions, which is designed to identil) 
interference topics that may need further assessment. The Applicant and its contractors will 
conduct a more detailed analysis of the potential interference issues closer to when the Issued i~ir 

Construction ("IFC") drawings are completed, which is standard practice throughout the 
industry. 

The report completes a preliminary assessment for three scenarios, which represent the worst 
case conditions, and do not take into account existing mitigation grounding systems that may b( 
already installed on the pipeline. This Assessment is a stai1ing point for future discussions \\Ith 
PNGTS and for conducting additional detailed assessments, including field measurements, aft~r 
IFC drawings are issued. If pipeline integrity or personnel safety risks are indicated as a 
possibility by the detailed interference analysis, well-understood mitigation techniques are 
available. 
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During future discussions with PNGTS, the Applicants will review and assess all existing 
equipment on the pipeline and determine what, if any, additional equipment may be needed. All 
of the potential scenarios discussed in the preliminary assessment will be addressed prior to 
commencing construction. To the extent additional mitigation equipment is necessary, the 
Applicant will ensure that PNGTS properly installs all such equipment prior to completing 
construction on the Project. 

Please contact me directly should you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas B. Getz 

TBG:amd 

,;c: SEC Distribution List 

Enclosure 
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.June 2911i. 2017 

Burns & McDonnell 
9400 Ward Parkway 
Kansas Citv, Missouri 64114 

Corrpro Canada, Inc. 
Suite I 03, 22 l I 811i Street SL 
Calgary, AB, T2E uJ 5 
Tel 403-215-6400 
Fax 403-272-9508 
WWW COtTpro.ca 

RE: BURNS AND MCDONNF~LL - NORTHERN PASS HVDC PROJECT 
PIU~LIMINARY INTERFERI~NCE ASSESSMENT 

·~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~--~~· 

Corrpro Canada, Inc (CCI) has conducted a preliminary AC, HVDC, and DC interference assessment Z!! 

the possible effects from the proposed Northern Pass HVDC transmission line, and relocation uf' the 
exis',ing 0154 J l 'i kV AC transmission line on the Portland Natural Gas Transmission System (Pl'\CllSJ 
pipeline 

The purpose of this initial assessment is tu identify interference tupics that may need further asse,snier11 
bv \vurking closely with the pipeline owner PNGTS This project has always planned on an addir1rn1ai. 
rnore detailed arrnlys1s closer to the Issued for Construction ( IFC) stage of the Northern Pass fl VD( 
[)roject lt is worth mentioning that this approach is a standard practice on high-voltage transm1ssio11 l1m:~ 
throughout the industry. 

BACKGROUND 

The proposed Northern Pass I1VDC transmission line, and relocated 0154 l 15 kV AC transmission l11h· 
parallel an existing Portland Natmal Gas Transmission System (P~GTS) pipeline in northern '\c''' 
llampshire for about 12 miles There arc multiple instances of crossings between these powt:r i111e.; and 
subject pipeline throughout the study area, as shown in l•igurc I through hgure 1 
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Fi'!ure I: l\orthcrn Pass HVDC - Crossing .\.rca ,\o. I (Sotu-cr: Burns & .McDonnell) 
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Fi~un· 2: Northern Pass HVDC - Crossing Asea No. 2 (Source: Burns & McDonnell) 
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Figure 3: Northern Pass HVDC - Crossing Area .'.'Jo. 3 (Source: Burns & \le Dunnell) 
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l'his high-level preliminary assessment is divided into three different scenarios 

• Scenario# I. AC Interference· Stealh State and htults 

In this scenario, the potential impact of steady state inductive potentials, and fault state total 
inteiterence touch potentials and inte.brrity efiects, were evaluated. Since PNGTS pipeline wa~ 
constructed in an existing AC conidor, a comparison between potential effects introduced LI\ 
existing and relocated 0154 115-kV AC transmission line was the rnain objective in this ~cer1an~1 
Please note that existing AC mitigation grounding system was not considered in this preliminan 
assessment 

• Scenario #2 HVDC lnterference . .::.:. Faults 

This sccnari o examines the potential effects of foul t state total interference touch potentials and 
integrity risks on PNGTS pipeline from the proposed Northern Pass HVfJC trnnsmissi,111 lrnt' 

• .8s11<111u {.'j_filDC · l11ter!'crc111.:c - Stcadv State 

In this scenario, the potential effects associated with stray current interference during steach statv 
operation of the proposed Northern Pass l-IVDC' transmission I inc was introduced and evaluated 

Power transmission lines can couple in three ways to parallel conductors (i e. pipelines, railways, etc ) 
through mutual capacitance, mutual inductance, and through direct conduction 

( ~1pacit11,e (\1upl111g. Capacitive coupling results when the electric fleld of the power line interacts \vr:h <l 

parallel conductor that is not grounded. This is most commonly encountered during the construction pha,1.: 
of a pipeline near overhead transmission lines or on ungrounded (isolated) above grade prp1nt! ;1ea1 
uverhead transmission lines 

l11duct1\·_; Cuuplrng_ lncluctive coupling occurs when a parallel conductor is influenced by the alternatln'1 
magnetic fields set up by the transmission or alternating currents (AC) In three phase systems, each phase 
current, and therefore each magnetic field, is out of phase by 120° from its neighbor This tends to ha\ v 
~orne cancellation effects on the coupling of parallel conductors. The phase conductors, however. are 11ot 

tvpically equidistant from a buried pipeline, so there is always a resultant net induction The rnagrntlide 
,)r this effect increases if one phase carries more current than the other two, or if the currents are nu1 

e.\.actly 120" out of phase from one another This is called imbalance For induction to cause hitz-h \oltay.n 
,111 an underground pipeline, generally, the pipeline coating should provide reasonable electr1cal 1solatilm 
from the soil The pipeline also should be relatively close to the phase conductors or parallel thern fur ;1 

considerable distance [nduced potentials can be generated on parallel pipelines when a single phas:: lu 

ground (SLG) fault occurs at a power line structure. This induced potential is a result of unbalanced cum:nt 
tlov, on the power line and circulating currents in the shield wire 

(ur1ductin: C'uupli11~ When a single phase to ground (Sl~G) fault occurs at a povver line structure, thl· 
fault cur:ent lnjected into the soil by the transmission tm,yer increase~ the local suil putent1al Ji' lhere i"' 
110 induction, the pipeline remarns at a relatively low potential due to its coating resistance As a :c~l1i1 
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the local soils around the pipeline will be at relatively high potentials with respect to the pipeline steel 
potential The magnitude of the conductive interference decreases with increasing distance away from till' 
faulted power line structure With a high enough discharge current, and a close enough proximity to nearhv 
pipelines, there is a potential for soil path arcing to the pipeline wall. 

~\_i_ij_l~<1ili_,:}_!i:_~ Soil path arcing occurs when the fault state voltage difference between an energi?.cd 
transmission structure ground and an adjacent pipeline is large enough to ionize the soil between the two 

objects and cause an electrical arc. The risk of an arc to a pipeline occurs where fault current enters the 
earth, typically at energized supporting structure's designed grounding system 

One method for detennining the safe separation distance between an energized grounded stnicture and a 
pipeline, rs presented hy Sunde 1 The Sunde equation shown below is based on the soil resistivity at pipe 
depth being more than l 000 0-m, and relates to arcing clue to lightning Therefore, the current van able rn 
the equation relates to the I igh tning current injected into the earth at a tower footing dwi ng a I ightni ng 
strike As a worst case, one could conservatively consider a lightning current of I 00 kA Please note that 
the assumed lightning current of I 00 kA is a very conservative assumption, and the calculated arcing 
distance should be confirmed during a detailed interference analysis using measured soil resistivity values 

Where 

Sustainable Arc Distance (m) == (0.047))(!1 )Cp) 

Equation B-1: Arc Distance (p > 1000 Ohm-m) 

!1 '--maximum injected tower footing current (kA) 
p .~soil resistivity (Ohm-m) 

DfSCl'SSION 

Scenario ii 1. AC Interference - Steadv State and faults 

Dunng power line steady state operation, there can be a risk to human safety from induced AC potentwJ., 
on pipelines exceeding 15 V,~c 2 which is an industry standard limit. The main risk is at above-grade 
pipeline appurtenances (including, but not limited to, stations, block valves, and test posts) hovven'r 
normally inaccessible sections of pipe (i e buried) may pose a concern if the pipeline is excavated for 
111 ai n ten an ce work 

As mth steady-state induction, hrgh currents flowing 111 the phase wires and shield wires due to faults car1 

induce high voltages on parallel pipelines Further, this voltage can combine with the local soil Grmrnd 
Potential Rise (GPR) from currents flowing in the earth next to the pipeline to produce what is rt:ferred cu 
as the total interference voltage This total interference voltage can cause step and touch voltage concern~ 
for facilities along the length of the pipeline(s) The definition and magnitude of acceptable touch and step 

·-------------
ED Sunde. ·'Forth ( 'und111:11un E!fecrs 1n 7i·ansm1.1swn ,\~v1tems ··New York Dover Publications, l %~ 

2 \litigat1011 of Altemallng Current and L1ghtrnng Effects on Metallic Structures <md Corrosion Control S;~tc1m 
i\ACL lntcrnatronal Standard Practice SPO l 77-2014 
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potentials are defined by IEEE:: Standard 80 2013 3 

A preliminary AC steady state and fault analysis based on provided infornrntion and conservati\,0 

assumptions, indicates some potential safety concerns at above grade sites throughout the study area It is 
\\Ot1h mentioning that these inferences are based on worst case scenario assumptions and assumed coatinu 
qualit) and soil resistivity values, which require fu11her evaluation through a detailed AC imert'e1e11(tc 
,111alysis While it 1s likely that existing mitigation measures may be in place, please note that an ex1st1n,I. 
AC mitigation grounding svstem vvas not considered in this prelirrnnary as.~essrnent (liven rhar 1h1, 

p1pel1ne is located man existing AC transmission line right of' way, it i~ possible that there is miuu.at:urr 
already installed at above ground appurtenances. These appu11enances and the mitigation details frum th,, 
initial pipeline construction should be reviewed and evaluated during a detailed interference analvsis 

For well insulated pipelines, a potential difference exists across the coating of the pipeline from the: 
difference in local soil ground potential rise (GPR) and the pipe metal potential This potential differenc:t: 
is defined as the coating stress voltage, and could become hazardous to the coating integrity at \·alues U\ i.:r 

3,0UO V\ct<\JS for fusion bond epoxy (FBE) and polyethylene (Pf) coatings according to '\.\([ 
International Standard Practice SPOl 77-20142 

The results from a preliminary analysis conducted based on provided data and conservative assurnptiur10 
show minimal coating stress risks to PNGTS pipelines throughout the area of influence Please note tnat 
these high-! eve I findings are based on assumed coating C]Ual i ty and soil resi sti vi ty values, which pl a\ ;1 

significant role in determining coating stress voltages lt is strongly recornrnended that J~eld rneasurc111c11h 
followed by a detailed AC interference ~tudy be conducted, to better evaluate the associated nsks 

The safe separation distance frorn a lightning arc can be calculated using the Sunde 1 equation as slic1\\: 
below Elevated risk of soil arcing may exrst if the separation distance between a pipeline and the clo:;e:-,l 

location of the structures effective grounding system is less than this calculated distance The folluv,1ng 
assumptions were made for the calculation 

Maximum injected tower footing current, Ir (kA) 

A lightning current of 100 kA was assumed as the maximum injected tower footing curre11t 
2 Soil resistivity value, p (Ohm-rn) 

An average soil resistivity value or 1000 Ohm-m was assumed This is based on a representat1\ ~· 

measurement from a recent project in proximity to the study area. 

Sustainable Arc Distance (m) = (0.047)J(!1)(p) = l 1L86 m = 48.75 lt 

Plecise note that the assumed lightning current of l 00 kA is a very conservative assu111ption, and thc
i.:alculated arcing distance should be conf1r111ed during a detailed interference analysis using rneasuiec \11il 
resistivity values which the project team has indicated will occur cluser to the !FC ti111cframe There 111d. 

be dcvi ati ons from actual value~, which are di ffi cult to determine with out performing soil n.::~1st1 \ '·. \ 

3 !EEE Guide for Safoty 111 AC Substation Groundrng, lnst1tutc of Ell:ctncal <md Electronics Engmecrs, ANSUEEF 
s tel 8 0-2 () l 3. 
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1\ comparison between the pre! i 1111 nary before and after scenario results for the existing and relocated 
0 l 54 l l 5 kV AC transmission lines, shows that potential risks arc slightly different during both steady 
~tate and fault conditions, for existing and relocated transmission lines. 

Scenario H2 HVDC Interference - Faults 

During HVDC faults, the faulted pole conductor may transmit thousands of amperes of time f1uctualim! 
current. This high amplitude fluctuating current can cause significant inductive coupling. As \\.ell, these 
faults may inject a significant amount of current into the earth as fault curTent flows back to the source vi,1 
the shield wire(s) and the ear1h Although faults on HVDC lines are rare, they can occur anyvvhere alon~; 
the transmission line, but at a supporting structure is the most common location. 

I ligh currents flowing in the pole conductor and shield wires due to faults will induce potentials on paralle! 
pipelines Further, this voltage can combine with the local soil GPR from currents flowing in the cilnh 
next to the pipeline to make the total inte1i'erence touch potential voltage lower or higher dependrng on 
the respective phase angles of the; currents. This total inte1i'erence touch potential voltage can cause stqJ 
and touch voltage hazards for facilities along the length of the pipeline Safety thresholds are de1'i11ccl b\ 
!LEE Standard 802011 1 and lEC 6047c; Standard Parts I~& 25 

,\ preliminary HVDC fault analysis based on provided information and conservative assumptions. 
indicates some potential safety concerns at above grade sites throughout the study area 1t is \vurth 
mentioning that these inferences arc based un worst case scenario assumptions and assumed coatill~'. 

quality and soil resistivity values, which require fur1her evaluation through a detailed HVDC interferer:ce 
analysis While it is likely that existing mitigation measures may be in place, please note that an existing 
:\C mitigation grounding system was not considered in this preliminary assessment. Given that th1' 
pipeline is located in an existing AC transmission line right or way, it is possible that there is r111tigat1P11 
already installed at above ground appurtenances These appur1enances and the mitigation details from the 
irntial pipelrnc construction should be reviewed and evaluated during a detailed interference analys:s 

I 01 well insulated pipelines, a potential difference exists across the coating oC the pipeline frurn th: 
d1flerence in local soil ground potential rise (GPR) and the pipe metal potential This potential ditfrre11C'e 
1" defined as the coating stress voltage, and could b ccome hazardous to the coating integrity at val ucs l1\ l'I 

3,WlU \ 1l!Z'\!:o for fusion bond epoxy (FBEl and polyethylene (PF) coatings according to N.·\CI. 
International Standard Practice SPOl 77-20142 

!'he results from a preliminary analysis conducted based on provided data and conservative assumption~ 
show minimal C()ating stress risks tu P'\IGTS pipelines thrnughout the area of 111t1uence. Please nutc th.ti 
these high-level findings are based on assumed coating quality and suil resistivity values, which pla; ~1 

-;1~rnifica11t role in determining coating stress voltages It is recom111c11dccl that field 111easurcmc1itc._ 
foll owed by a detailed I fVDC i nter!'erence study be conducted to better evaluate the assoc! at eel risks 

I he safe separation distance from a lightning arc can be calculated using the Sunde 1 equation as shown 

4 Eth;cts of current on human bcmgs and livl:stock -- Part [ · Grncrnl Aspects, !EC TS 6047lJ I 4th Edition, 20U~ 
' l.ffccts of current on human bcl!lgs and livestock·· Par1 2: Special Aspects, !EC TS 604 7l) 2 jrd Ecl1tio1L 2007 
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below Elevated risk of soil arcing may exist if the separation distance between a pipeline and the clu~cst 
lucatiun of the structures effective grounding system is less than this calculated distance The follu\\ 111u, 
assumptions were made for the calculation ~ 

Maximum injected tower footing current, Ir (kA) 

i\ lightning current of 100 kA was assumed as the maximum injected tower footing current 
2 Soil resistivity value, p (Ohm-m) 

An average soil resistivity value of 1000 Ohm-m was assumed This is based on a represcntat1vt0 

measurement from a recent project in proximity to the study area. 

Su.stainuhle Arc Distance (m) = (0.047)J(!1)(p) = 14.86 m = 48.75 ft 

Please 1wte that the assumed lightning current of l 00 kJ\ is a very conservative assumptiun and the 
calculated arcing distance should be confirmed during a detailed interference analysis using rneasurt>cl suil 
resistivity values There may be deviations from ach1al values, which arc difficult to determine without 
perfonning soil resistivity measurements 

During steady state operation of the HVDC transmission line, there is negligible AC ripple 111 the I l\'DC 
signal, will ch will induce negligible AC potentials on any adjacent pipelines Consequently, it is not likeh 
tl) influence the risk to human safety and AC corrosion effects on adjacent pipelines during steady stak 

operation of the HVDC transmission line 

\Ve recommend further investigation and evaluation of' DC stray current interforence frurn the proposed 
I fVDC transmission line during its symmetrical monopole operation_ on PNGTS pipelines through r1\.'.lli 
measurements and detailed DC interference analysi" 
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CONCLUSION 

A high-level preliminary AC, HVDC, and DC interference assessment has been conducted for the impacts 

from the proposed Northern Pass HVDC transmission line, and relocation of the existing 0154 I 15 k \' 
AC transmission line on Portland Natural Gas Transmission System (PNGTS) pipeline. 

This preliminary analysis was conducted based on infonnation provided and conservative assumptions. 
and indicates some potential safety concerns at above grade appurtenances throughout the study area 
Please note that these inferences are based on worst case scenario assumptions and assumed coating 
quality and soil resistivity values, which require further evaluation through field measurements aml 
detailed inteit'erence analysis which the project team has incllcated \vlll occur closer to the ff(' timeframe 
It is wurth rnentiunmg that an existing AC mitigation grounding system was not considered in this 
preliminary assessment. Given that this pipeline is located in an existing AC transmission line right of 
way, 1t is possible that there is mitigation already installed at above ground appurtenances These 
appurtenances and the mitigation details from the initial pipeline construction should be revievved and 
evaluated during a detailed interference analysis, which is recommended as the next step in this process 
lt' pipeline integrity or personnel safety risks are indicated by the detailed interference anah·si:'. 
well-understood mitigauon techniques are availablt: tu reduce ri~ks to an acceptable level 

\Ve also recommend further investigation and evaluation of DC stray current interference t'rorn the 
proposed HVDC transmission line, dunng its symmetrical monopole operation, on P'\JGTS pipelines 
through field measurements and detailed DC interference analysis. 

\Ve trust that this correspondence satisfies your request for a preliminary evaluation and feasih1litv 
assessment [f there are any questions or comments, please contact the undersigned or Levi Blum hagen at 
"S 1 -747-80J8 

Respectful I y, 

CORRPRO CANADA, INC. 

Rc-ishra l\lomcn '\cjad, M.Sc, PNIP, P Fng 
Project Engineer 
( 'orrpro Canada, lnc 
587-747-8042 

l l \ cj ad1i1· <1,:si u11 curn 
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